
Drawing glove 

 

Tools 

 

4ply wool in colours of your choice (I chose grey, orange, cream and lime green) 

Crochet hook 4.5mm 

Stitch marker 

Tapestry needle (Yarn needle) 

Abbreviations  

Single crochet - SC 

Ribbing (Back Post Single Crochet) – BPSC 

Decrease - dec 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Starting the cuff 

 

To Start: Chain around 40 for a puffy cuff (or 30 for a cuff that only needs to be folded twice.), turn. 

Row 1:  BPSC the length of the chain (40 or 30 depending) then turn. 

Row 2 and up: Repeat the steps for row one until there are enough rows to fit around your elbow. 

For me that was 24 rows.  

Fasten off and leave a tail long enough to stitch the lengths of the cuff together. 

 

Whip stitch the cuff together. Ensure the stitching is parallel to the pattern of the ribbing. 

 

Starting the sleeve 

Change colour - Lime green 

Row 1-8: SC around the opening of your cuff for 8 rows, then change colour to cream. 



 

9-17: SC for 8 rows, then change the colour to orange. 

17-25: SC for 8 rows, then change the colour to lime green. 

26-34: SC for half a row then SC dec, SC the remainder of the row then SC dec. Repeat for 8 rows. 

Change colour to cream. 

Sleeve should now come in to touch your wrist. 

Decide what side your thumb is going to go on, mark it. 

35-43: SC the round. SC increase once above where your thumb marker is. Repeat for 8 rows. 

Change colour to orange. 

44-46: SC 2 rows. 

Thumb Hole 

 

Try on the glove and mark the inside of your thumb. 

 



47: SC until you hit the thumb marker. Then chain 6 to 8 stitches (depending on your thumb width) 

skip 6 to 8 stitches and then continue to SC the round. 

48-51: SC the round, go over the chain stitch as normal. (pictured below)  

Change colour to lime green 

 

52-58: SC for 6 rounds. Fasten off. 

Pinky Finger 

 

Put on the glove and mark the inside of your pinky finger, like you did for your thumb hole. 

Row 1-6: Slip stitch the opening sides of the glove together at the pinky mark. Your glove now has 

two holes, a big one where three fingers fit and a little one where the pinky goes. SC around the 

pinky opening for 6 rows. 

Change colour to cream 

7-11:  SC for 4 rows (or until your pinky is 3 or so rows away from being covered.) 

12-end: Start SC dec every stitch until you only have one SC stitch left. Fasten off. 

Finishing off 

Weave in the ends and fold up the cuff 3 times if you started with a chain of 40, or 2 times if you 

started with a chain of 30. 



 

Tadaa! Your drawing glove is now finished! 

 

 

 

 

 


